
Max Jann
Austin, Texas
(805) 940-5096
maxwellljann@gmail.com
github.com/codejoy-wins
www.maxjann.com

EXPERIENCE

Cloud Payments, Austin — Junior So�ware Developer
2024 - PRESENT

● Identify Neural / Learning open source AI applications as well as LLM open 
source / hybrid AI engines to install and test on AWS.

● Learn/Play/Modify the applications/models to be more accurate.

ZT Systems, Austin — Test Technician
2024 - PRESENT

● Quality control of racks of servers (supercomputers)
● Run tests, troubleshoot failures, and replace hardware if necessary

Jann So�ware — Computer Programmer
2018 - PRESENT

● Built my own responsive website with a custom vanilla Javascript framework.
● Built a Fantasy Football app with a database for my fantasy football league, weekly 

power rankings with a parallax effect, and a deep learning algorithm for players
● Built a Facebook Clone that let users customize their homepage and comment on 

other users' walls.
● Developed and deployed 2D and 3D games, including a 3D Interactive Resume 

where you control a spaceship and fly to various parts of my resume.
● Maintained a mobile-first blog for multiple years with advanced layouts with 

floating videos and a unique text-message themed text.
● Built a music app that lets you choose between 2 Alien DJs, with hardcoded 

javascript objects dynamically displaying photos of the current artist.
● Designed a custom homepage with dynamic images that change automatically, 

and wrote algorithms that provide each visitor with a unique greeting based on 
the device they're using and the current time and day.

● Deployed Artificially Intelligent Apps that respond to user input with ChatGPT 
3.5 Turbo using Netlify Serverless Functions and Open A.I.s API

Best Buy, Woodland Hills — Geek Squad Agent
OCT 2022 - MARCH 2024

● Provided excellent sales,  customer service, and solutions

UC SANTA CRUZ

B.A. Philosophy 2017

CODING BOOTCAMP

Coding Dojo, Burbank 2018

LANGUAGES

HTML
CSS
JS
Python
C#
Blueprints
JSX
Typescript
Linux
PHP

FRAMEWORKS

Next.js
Django
React

PROGRAMS

Unreal Engine
Unity
Photoshop
Microso� 365
Canva
Blender
ChatGPT

EXPERTISE

2134 Elo Rating in Chess

http://www.maxjann.com

